At least eleven people have been killed, tens of thousands have been rescued and even more have been evacuated as floodwaters sweep across southern Louisiana. Massive search and rescue operations are taking place as flooding continues to affect communication, overwhelm streets and highways, and damage or destroy homes. This flood comes on the heels of several other floods that have hit the Gulf Coast region, starting earlier this spring. With more rain in the forecast, the full scope of this disaster has yet to be realized.

Through congregations, synods and our disaster-affiliate organizations, Lutheran Disaster Response is assisting those who have been affected by the floodwaters. Lutheran Disaster Response’s coordinators are actively present, collaborating with community leaders and officials to plan the proper responses, particularly the long-term recovery efforts. The road to recovery will be long, and Lutheran Disaster Response will be there to accompany those affected through every phase of this disaster. Your gifts are needed to launch recovery efforts.

Gifts designated for “Gulf Coast Flooding” will be used to assist those affected by the floodwaters, until the response is complete. Because of your generous offerings of prayer and financial support, the ELCA walks alongside disaster survivors. Thank you for your prayers, your partnership.

Yes, I want to help!

☐ Lutheran Disaster Response: Gulf Coast Flooding $ __ DDG0085
☐ Lutheran Disaster Response: Where needed most $ ____ DDG0010

Name ___________________________________________

Address __________________________________________

City __________________________ State ______ ZIP code _______

Email Address __________________________________________

Give through your congregation or make your check out to Lutheran Disaster Response and send to:
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, ELCA Gift Processing Center
P.O. Box 1809, Merrifield, VA 22116-8009
Write “Gulf Coast Flooding” or “Lutheran Disaster Response, U.S.” on your check’s memo line.